
Hi Computer Lab Students and Families! 

 

I hope you all had a great week becoming accustomed to learning at home!  Now, take the 

weekend to relax and appreciate this gift of time  

 

I have not planned a virtual meeting time for computer lab as I know you have many other class 

meeting times with varying schedules.  I will meet with you virtually to help with Gmetrix and 

Learning.com questions based on your needs.  Email me and let me know; I’ll give you a call 

and then we can set up something virtual if I need to see your computer. 

 

A couple of thoughts as you prepare to add electives to your schedule next week: 

 

1. Contact - You will see a “contact” grade in Gradebook for my class.  This does not impact 

your average.  This is just a way for me to track of whether or not I have interacted with you 

via phone, email or virtual meeting; I’m also marking contact if I see you working in Gmetrix, 

Learning.com or Edutyping.  

2. Gradebook - I will update Gradebook for any Gmetrix and Learning.com lessons first thing 

in the morning and then again @3PM;  I will update Gradebook for Edutyping every Friday.  

Remember, Edutyping is based on your words per minute (WPM) and accuracy.  Please 

continue to do the lessons in order at your own pace. 

3. Expectation - Your minimum work goal for electives classes is one hour per elective per 

week.  Work with your parents to determine how much time you will spend each day.  (HINT: 

use your planner!  Our likelihood of accomplishing things increases when we write them 

down)  If you find yourself saying the “b” word (bored), then Gmetrix, Learning.com and 

Edutyping are great go-to’s to fill your time   (or you can ask your parents if you can help 

them, clean the toilets, pressure wash the driveway, alphabetize the spices, etc. ). 

4. Positivity - Keep writing those gratitudes!  Staying focused on positivity will help prepare 

your brain as you learn from home.  Remember, our brains are more productive in positive 

state.  We are all not naturally positive all of the time, but we do all have the power to 

choose positivity!  When we are focusing on finding things to be grateful for, it is hard to be 

negative.  Keep choosing gratitude and positivity! 

5. Breathe – Take time each day to slow down and focus on your breath.  Taking a few minutes 

each day can help to calm your mind and your body as well as help you to be more productive 

on your studies. 

 

I miss you all and hope that are all safe and well!  Stay positive! The weather looks like it 

should be gorgeous tomorrow, so enjoy the sunshine!  If it really does rain on Sunday, curl up 

with a good book or play a game/puzzle with your family.  Whatever you choose to do, have an 

amazing weekend and enjoy this unique gift of time! 

 

Love, Ms. Morris 
Computer Applications in Business 

Digital Arts Team Leader 

Extended Day Manager 

morrisa@ivyhawnschool.org 

ae-morris@hotmail.com 

Ivy Hawn Charter School of the Arts 
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